MISSILES... FOR AERIAL DEFENSE

The Nike-Ajax, first operational surface-to-air guided missile, is on-site nationwide. Now making its appearance on-site is Nike-Hercules with nuclear capability and far greater range and "kill" power. Programmed for early deployment is the Hawk missile, nemesis of low-flying supersonic aircraft. Yet to come is Nike-Zeus, planned countermeasure against aggressor intercontinental ballistic missiles.

THE FUTURE IS HERE... WHAT YOU DO WITH IT IS UP TO YOU

USARADCOM, with its futuristic missiles and advanced radars, is a virtual laboratory for those eager to learn and advance in the field of guided missiles or electronics. As a soldier with USARADCOM, you'll be filling a vital role as a defender against aggressor air attack of America's great metropolitan and strategic defense areas. A Space-Age career awaits you in the United States Army Air Defense Command.

Yours will be a future... not of chance, but choice... if you choose USARADCOM
A MISSION OF SIGNIFICANT TRUST... PROTECTING THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE

The United States Army Air Defense Command (USARADCOM) is the Army's contribution to the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) which is comprised of elements representing all branches of the Services—the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Marine Corps—and the Royal Canadian Air Force charged with the responsibility of protecting the North American Continent from aggressor air attack. Alert 24 hours of each day, 365 days a year, USARADCOM is the Army's only fully combat-operational command within the continental United States today.

COAST TO COAST...
CHOOSE YOUR AREA OF ASSIGNMENT

Currently, surface-to-air missile units of USARADCOM are located in more than 20 metropolitan areas of the United States. Your Army recruiter can give you the ever-growing list of metropolitan areas and you can TAKE YOUR CHOICE. If you should select your own hometown for initial assignment, so much the better. Hometown service is the ultimate in military duty—of and for the community.

YOU'LL BE JOINING... AN ELITE CORPS

If you are a young man with a keen eye on the future, you may receive on-the-job training in the field of electronics or guided missiles by qualifying for the United States Army Air Defense Command. One of the Army's newest and most modern commands, USARADCOM provides assurance of productive service with a select corps of the highest type of young Americans.

TRAINING FOR TOMORROW...
YOU'LL EARN AND LEARN WHILE YOU SERVE

By means of on-the-job training in guided missiles or electronics, you'll be auditioning for an active role in the Space Age with a command that is already BEYOND THE AIR AGE. The Army's Explorer, first man-made Earth satellite to be orbited by the United States, opened a whole new era of missile development and space exploration for our Country. USARADCOM, pioneer in surface-to-air guided missile development, offers you the opportunity to work with the latest electronic devices, the type of equipment that may be found in some of the finest technical institutes.